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Not everything that can be counted counts, and not
everything that counts can be counted.—

Albert Einstein

I n patients with acute coronary syndrome (ACS) undergo-
ing percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), the more

potent P2Y12 inhibitors ticagrelor and prasugrel are recom-
mended over clopidogrel, in combination with aspirin, for the
prevention of recurrent atherothrombotic events.1 However,
compared with clopidogrel, the use of prasugrel and ticagrelor
comes at the expense of increased bleeding, which may offset
their ischemic benefit in more vulnerable patient cohorts.
Among the latter, elderly subjects represent a challenging
population because of their higher risk of both ischemic and
bleeding complications after an ACS.2 In the TRITON TIMI-38
trial (Trial to Assess Improvement in Therapeutic Outcomes by
Optimizing Platelet Inhibition With Prasugrel–Thrombolysis in
Myocardial Infarction 38), there was no net clinical benefit of
prasugrel over clopidogrel among elderly patients with ACS
undergoing PCI.3 Consequently, in patients aged ≥75 years,
the standard prasugrel maintenance dose of 10 mg is
generally not recommended, and a reduced dose of 5 mg
should be considered.1,4 On the contrary, in the PLATO
(Platelet Inhibition and Patient Outcomes) trial, despite
increased rates of bleeding among elderly patients, the net
clinical benefit still favored the use of ticagrelor over
clopidogrel, regardless of bleeding definitions.5 Indeed, on
the basis of these results, ticagrelor is recommended after
ACS regardless of all age categories.1 However, it should be

highlighted that in the PLATO trial, elderly patients, defined as
those aged ≥75 years, were underrepresented (15% of overall
ACS trial population). It also cannot be excluded that patients
with a lower risk for bleeding might have been included, as
typically occurs in clinical trials. Therefore, the net clinical
benefit of ticagrelor compared with clopidogrel in a real-world
elderly population is not fully defined.

In this issue of the Journal of the American Heart
Association (JAHA), Schmucker et al report 1-year clinical
outcomes of ticagrelor versus clopidogrel in elderly patients
(aged ≥75 years) with ST-segment–elevation myocardial
infarction (STEMI) undergoing primary PCI with stent implan-
tation included in the Bremen STEMI-Registry.6 In particular,
this registry includes 7466 patients with STEMI treated with
primary PCI, of whom 1087 (15%) were elderly, who were
overall equally treated with either ticagrelor (n=535, 49%) or
clopidogrel (n=552, 51%) and were assessed in the present
study. In an unadjusted analysis, the primary composite
efficacy end point of all-cause death, myocardial infarction, or
stroke at 1 year was significantly lower with ticagrelor
compared with clopidogrel (25.2% versus 32.4%; P=0.015).
This difference was driven by lower rates of all-cause mortality
with ticagrelor (21.1% versus 26.8%; P=0.035; absolute
difference, �5.7%, comprising �3.3% and �2.4% of in-
hospital and after discharge mortality, respectively). In a
propensity score matched cohort including 238 pairs, the
composite efficacy end point remained significantly reduced
with ticagrelor compared with clopidogrel (hazard ratio, 0.69;
95% CI, 0.49–0.97; P=0.03), although there was no significant
difference in all-cause mortality (hazard ratio, 0.89; 95% CI,
0.67–1.28; P=0.52). In the unadjusted analysis, rates of
bleeding after discharge, defined as a serious event requiring
medical attention, were significantly higher among ticagrelor-
treated patients (1.8% versus 0.4%; P=0.03), whereas no
significant difference between ticagrelor and clopidogrel was
observed in overall bleeding, including events occurring in
hospital plus those observed after discharge. However, the 1-
year net clinical benefit still significantly favored ticagrelor
over clopidogrel (30.6% versus 37.3%; P=0.028). On the
contrary, in the propensity-matched population, the risk of
bleeding after discharge was not statistically different
between groups (hazard ratio, 0.67; 95% CI, 0.11–3.99;
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P=0.67), probably because of the small sample size of the
matched cohorts, as also suggested by the wide 95% CI. The
authors should be commended for reporting this study, which
is the first to investigate the efficacy and safety of ticagrelor
compared with clopidogrel in elderly patients with STEMI
undergoing primary PCI from a large all-comers real-world
registry. Of note, the study population was at high risk, as
reflected by the patients’ mean age (81�5 years), with more
than half of them being >80 years, and 1-year mortality rate,
which was �2-fold higher than that observed in the elderly
cohort of the PLATO trial.5 In light of the favorable net clinical
benefit of ticagrelor over clopidogrel, the authors conclude
that ticagrelor should be the P2Y12 inhibitor of choice in
elderly patients with STEMI undergoing primary PCI. However,
several considerations need to be made when interpreting
study findings and ensuing practical implications.

The superior ischemic benefit of ticagrelor, including the
reduced all-cause mortality, in the setting of a registry can be
affected by a possible unbalance between the compared
cohorts. Indeed, it is reasonable to speculate that with the

commercial availability of different P2Y12 inhibitors charac-
terized by diverse pharmacologic properties, particularly with
regard to their platelet inhibiting potency, clinicians would opt
for an agent that they feel most appropriate for the individual
patient on the basis of both the ischemic and the bleeding risk
profiles. The latter is determined by several characteristics,
which are known to impact outcomes, including mortality.
These variables include the numerous comorbidities that
frequently affect elderly patients as well as other factors,
including social, functional, and cognitive (Figure). It is
possible that an elderly patient judged to be at increased
risk for bleeding with a potent antiplatelet agent (ie,
ticagrelor) because of the presence of ≥1 of these conditions
was prescribed with a less potent antiplatelet drug (ie,
clopidogrel). However, these variables, which frequently affect
elderly patients, were not reported and adjusted for in this
Bremen STEMI-Registry analysis (Figure). Therefore, it cannot
be excluded that this could have contributed to the higher risk
of events among clopidogrel-treated patients. Therefore,
rather than being “the P2Y12 inhibitor of choice,” a more

Figure. Variables affecting outcome and, thus, the selection of antiplatelet therapy in elderly patients. Paintings next to the variable name
represent the “good and bad” of the specific variable. In the left column from top to the bottom, the paintings include the following: Pablo
Picasso: Le Clown, 1961; William Utermohlen: Self-Portrait, 1996; Jan Steen: The Artists Family, 1663; Leonardo Da Vinci: Self-Portrait in Red
Chalk, 1512; Fernando Botero: Circus Performer, 2007; Mino Lo Savio: Old Fisherman, 1982; Vittorio Corona: The Runner, 1923; Hans Holbein
the Younger: Erasmus, 1523. In right column from top to the bottom, the paintings include the following: Edvard Munch: The Scream, 1893;
William Utermohlen: Self-Portrait, 2000; Vincent Van Gogh: At Eternity’s Gate, 1890; Fernando Botero: Clown Smoking, 2008; Michelangelo
Buonarroti: The Conversion of St. Paul, 1545; Pablo Picasso: Old Blind and Boy, 1903; Peter Gallen: Old Man Sitting on the Bench in Front of My
Window, undated; Francisco Goya: Self-Portrait With Dr Arrieta, 1820.
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attentive conclusion of the study from Schmucker et al6

should be that ticagrelor represents a “reasonable treatment
option” even in a more vulnerable population, such as elderly
patients, when wisely chosen on the basis of overall clinical
judgment of potential risks and benefits.

The above-mentioned considerations are underscored by
the fact that in the present Bremen STEMI-Registry analysis
focusing on elderly patients, ticagrelor compared with clopi-
dogrel was associated with an �4-fold increase in the rate of
serious bleeding events after hospital discharge.6 If this
increase in bleeding would have offset the ischemic benefits
in a more risk-balanced population remains unknown. More
insights on the relative impact on bleeding and net clinical
benefit of more potent P2Y12 inhibition among elderly patients
will be provided by the POPular AGE study (NCT02317198)
comparing ticagrelor or prasugrel with clopidogrel in patients
(n=1000) aged >70 years with ACS.7 However, while waiting
for further powered randomized evidence, the wide spectrum
of possible risk profiles encountered in clinical practice
prompts the need for accurate risk stratification among
elderly patients. Indeed, although age is included as an
independent factor in several scoring systems for bleeding,
age by itself without other coexisting conditions has not been
considered as a major bleeding risk factor in the recent
Academic Research Consortium for High Bleeding Risk.8,9

However, in both the Academic Research Consortium for High
Bleeding Risk definitions and in available scores, age is
considered as a binary variable, even though the relationship
between age and bleeding appears to be continuous. Thus, it
remains unknown if a certain chronological age threshold
should be considered as a major bleeding risk by itself,
warranting for studies focusing on patients at late stages of
age. Moreover, it should be highlighted that risk stratification
in elderly patients has to account for variables (Figure) that
are not included in HBR definitions or scores, underscoring
the need for further refinements of predictive tools that can
assist therapeutic choices.

Beyond the selection of a P2Y12 inhibitor type, a strategy of
switching the intensity of P2Y12 inhibition (ie, de-escalation)
may be considered in elderly patients to tackle the early high
ischemic risk phase and minimize the risk of bleeding that
prevails during the long-term treatment.10,11 In the Bremen
STEMI-Registry, the temporal trend of the comparative
efficacy and safety of ticagrelor versus clopidogrel was not
reported, thus not allowing speculation on the potential role of
P2Y12 inhibitor de-escalation.6 The time course of ischemic
and bleeding events has been specifically assessed among
elderly patients (aged ≥75 years) with ACS (n=1443) in a
study comparing the reduced prasugrel dose with clopido-
grel.12 The number of ischemic events was lower with
prasugrel, 5 mg, within the first month after an ACS, whereas
it was similar between the drug groups thereafter. On the

contrary, bleeding events were similar between drugs within
the first month, whereas they were halved in the clopidogrel
group thereafter.12 These data would support a P2Y12
inhibitor de-escalation strategy that should be preferably
guided by platelet function testing or possibly genetic testing.
Indeed, it should be emphasized that elderly patients have
increased rates of clopidogrel resistance, which may con-
tribute to their increased risk of thrombotic complications.13

However, the efficacy and safety of a guided P2Y12-de-
escalation strategy has not been established among elderly
patients. Indeed, elderly patients were poorly represented in
the 2 available studies assessing the net clinical impact of
P2Y12 inhibitor de-escalation versus standard treatment, not
allowing for definitive conclusions.14,15 Moreover, in the
ANTARCTIC (Assessment of a Normal Versus Tailored Dose
of Prasugrel After Stenting in Patients Aged > 75 Years to
Reduce the Composite of Bleeding, Stent Thrombosis and
Ischemic Complications) trial focusing on elderly patients with
ACS undergoing PCI, a strategy of platelet function testing–
guided dose or drug adjustment of prasugrel, 5 mg, versus
treatment with prasugrel, 5 mg, with no monitoring was not
associated with improved net clinical outcomes.16 However,
this lack of benefit should be interpreted in light of the fact that
platelet function testing–guided adjustment led to de-escala-
tion from prasugrel, 5 mg, to clopidogrel in 39% of patients and
to escalation to prasugrel, 10 mg, only in 4%.17 This resulted in
a comparison between clopidogrel and prasugrel, 5 mg, that
has never shown differences in clinical outcomes, probably
because of the small difference in the level of platelet inhibition
achieved with these 2 drug regimens.13,17 Therefore, the
ANTARCTIC trial does not allow us to refute the potential
benefit of platelet function testing–guided P2Y12 inhibitor de-
escalation from standard doses of prasugrel or ticagrelor to
clopidogrel.17 However, although elderly patients could be ideal
candidates for tailored antiplatelet treatment regimens,
currently the general recommendation is that a guided
de-escalation strategy of P2Y12 inhibition may be considered
as an alternative to standard dual-antiplatelet therapy (DAPT)
only for patients with ACS who were deemed unsuitable for
12 months of potent platelet inhibition.11,18

In conclusion, while waiting for future evidence on optimal
antiplatelet treatment management of elderly patients with
ACS undergoing PCI, tailoring P2Y12 inhibition on the basis of
a multiparameter clinical assessment should be considered
the strategy of choice in clinical practice. Indeed, a DAPT
strategy using aspirin and ticagrelor for 12 months in this
setting represents a reasonable treatment option, even in
elderly patients. However, in elderly patients at high bleeding
risk on the basis of Academic Research Consortium for High
Bleeding Risk criteria or with coexisting comorbidities/
general health status conditions (ie, factors associated with
risk of fall, frail conditions, and cognitive disorders), it is also
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reasonable to consider bleeding reduction antiplatelet strate-
gies. These may include a DAPT regimen with aspirin and
clopidogrel, a DAPT strategy of P2Y12 inhibitor de-escalation
(ticagrelor to clopidogrel) at 1 to 3 months, a P2Y12 inhibitor
monotherapy after dropping aspirin at 1 to 3 months, or
shortening DAPT duration (eg, 3–6 months) overall. The use
of less aggressive antithrombotic regimens should be coupled
with other bleeding reduction approaches, such as the use of
proton pump inhibitors, avoidance of nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs, and stricter follow-up monitoring.
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